Appendix A Procedure to generate non-redundant domain pair dataset
In order to generate a list of representative domain-domain interfaces, we filtered the redundant interactions using CD-Hit. As illustrated in Figure A , all individual domain sequences were clustered hierarchically at 40% sequence identity. First, all domains pairs in a given protein are selected such that two domains of a given domain pair belongs to different clusters. This excludes domain pairs belonging to the same cluster such as P1D1-P1D2 in Figure A . Thus, making sure that at least one domain has sequence identity < 40% with other corresponding domains in domain pairs.
Next, we make all cluster combinations to find representative for nonredundant dataset. For each such combination of cluster, first the common pdb entries having different domain numbers between two clusters are identified. Then, depending on the number of structures (zero, one or more) identified in previous step following is performed: a) if there are zero common cluster members (structures), then no structure is selected, b) if only one common entry exists, then this is taken as representative structure, and c) if there are more than one common pdb entry, then a representative non-redundant structure is selected that has highest resolution with longest length (P5D1-P5D2 in cluster_0). There are some domains, which are clustered as single unit (P4D3 in cluster_2) given the CD-Hit algorithm. We specifically checked for these cases and calculated the sequence identity of this lone domain with its corresponding domains in different proteins (P6D3, P6D1). If the sequence identity is > 40%, we merge this domain in the other cluster (cluster_3/cluster_4), otherwise it will be included in the final dataset. We also made sure that we conserve the domain order in a given protein. In cases, where domain order is reversed we selected both the domain pairs (P6D3-P6D1 and P7D1-P7D3). 
